
FAILURE CODE OBSERVING MODE:

Entrance:

Open the machine from on/off button. From left to right ( Starting

from the button next to the start/stop button),press the second

auxilary function button for 3 sec.. The failure code will be seen

on the follower. It will disappear in 3 - 5 sec. It will be seen if the

button is pressed again.
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EEPROM Failure

NOTE:

THE FAILURE CODES DO NOT COMPLETELY SHOW THAT

THE RELATED COMPONENT IS NOT FUNCTIONING. TO

DECIDE THIS WE HAVE TO CHECK THE CABLE

CONNECTIONS AND BE SURE THAT THERE IS NOT ANY

PROBLEM BETWEEN THE CONNECTIONS.

Check the failure code (Can be

observed at “failure code

observing mode”)

Go to the

algorithm

related with the

error code

None

NTC short

circuit or open

circuit

problem.

Follow “no

heating” flow-

chart

Heater open

circuit problem.

Follow “no

heating” flow-chart

Heater

always on

problem.

Start

draining

program.

If heating

is

observed,

change

the

electronic

card

group

Valve triac

short circuit

problem.

After checking

wiring(is there

a problem in

cable orders),

change the

electronic card

if the valve

always on

failure is

actually seen.

Pump open

circuit or

pump short-

circuit

problem.

See no-

draining

flow-chart

Motor triac short-

circuit failure. See

spinning at a

washing step flow-

chart

Go to the flow-

chart which

defines the

problem you

observe.

Motor open

circuit or tacho

open circuit

failure. See No

wash follow-

chart
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Check the continuity between

KN1.1 and KN6.6

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Check the continuity

between KN1.1 and

KN3.5. Can you

measure 220V?

Check the continuity

between KN1.1 and

KN6.6. Can you

measure 220V?

No

Yes

No

Check the cable order on

KN6. If it is wrong correct it.

Is ready led ON?

Yes

No

Yes

Does the washing led or the first

auxilary function led blink?

No Yes

 Check the other

components on the

main PCB.

Is the pressure sensor

open circuit?

No

Yes
Check the

pressure sensor

connections and

correct if

required.

W/M does Not Work

Are front panel leds on ?

Check the continuity between

interference suppressor and on/off switch

Gray / Gray

Gray / Green - Blue

Are they Ok?

Check the power cable and main

fuses If the power cable has been

damaged then change it.

Check the On/Off switch connection. If there is not

any problem at connection then change the On/

Off switch

Select any

washing program

then start the

program. Start led

(arrow shape)

must be on. If led

is not on , check

the front panel

connection. If

there is no

connection

problem , then

change the

display PCB. Is

this way solve the

problem?

Select the pump and spinning program

then start the program. If selected

program can not be started, change the

Main PCB. If only some of the  programs

are performed , look at the selection

failure algorithm that which are not

performed.

Change the Main

PCB

Change the door

lock switch

Warning:

W/M does not  work , means  all

function is not performed . In other

words W/M does not performing one

of the following functions;

 filling , washing , spining and

draining.

See the details in the page ‘one

of the led is blinking in the

program follower ?’
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No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

W/M does not

work ( after filling

step is performed)

NOTE :
After the filling step is completed . If the motor does  not  run

or the tacho does  not been generated a voltage ,which is

proportional with the motor revolution (  tacho defect). In this

condition , main Power Board tries  8 times ( the duration

between   two trial time is 120 sec)  to  run the motor. If the

problem does not solved , motor will  not be energized again ,

pump motor will run and machine will turn to program selection

mode.

Be sure that , the

filling step is exactly

completed and the

valve is closed.

Disconnect the  KN1 socket

from main PCB. Measure the

Motor coil. The expected

values should be  like below.

KN1.3 - KN1.7 = 0,8 Ohm

KN1.5 - KN1.7 = 2,8 Ohm

KN2.1 - KN2.3 = 50 Ohm

Are the measured values

( Motor coil rezistance)  ok ?

Check the motor connection . If

there is not any problem at

motor connections , change the

motor

Check the tacho magnet:

Connect a voltmeter between KN2.1 and

KN2.3.  Open the W/M front door , rotate

the drum with your hand then measure

that AC voltage increases or decreases

according to movement. If

drum does  not rotate  ,voltage should be

0VAC. Do you read incdrease or decrease

value from multimeter ?

Change the tacho of motor

Repair the socket

pins

Change the main PCB

Be sure that , KN2

socket pins must contact

to main PCB properly. It

means that KN2 pins are

not bended. Is any of

them bended?

No
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NOTE:
In W/M does not take in water failure,the

machine must be controlled in pump and spin

programs.If the machine does not work in any

programs it must be controlled with respect to

“Nowork algorithm”

Can you measure 220V on the related

valve?

KN3.2 -KN3.5 =220V (Prewash)

KN3.3 - KN3.5 =220V (Mainwash)

Check the cable connections between

the valves and the main PCB.

Yes Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Are the connections

correct?

Yes

No

No

Check the water level sensor

connectors.Is there any

contact problem? No

Yes

W/M does not take in water

Any program is started

except pump and spin

programs ?

Check the faucets. Are they

open ?

Check the filters of faucets. Are

they clogged ?

Open the faucets

and try again.

Change the filters

and try again.

See the details in

W/M does not

work algorithm.

Correct the connections

Change the main PCB

Check and correct

the connections
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The valves connections should be like below.

KN3.1–Hot water

KN3.2--Prewash

KN3.3–Main wash

KN3.5--Common

Are the connections correct?

Correct the connections and test

the valves by starting a program.

Yes

No

Test the detergent drawer

compartments in functional test

mode.Control if you can measure

220V on the related valve in the test

mode.

Can you measure

220V on the related

valve during taking in

water from each

compartment.

Yes

No

W/M  takes water from  wrong compartment of

detergent drawer

Change the main PCB

Change the valve
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Yes

No

No

Enter the functional test mode. See

the motor rotation. Then close the

machine from on/off button and take

off the plug. Disconnect the heater

connector on the KN5 socket.

Measure the value of the resistance.

Is it 25 ohm?

Be sure that the KN5 socket

pins contact to the main PCB

properly. If there is a problem

in the connections correct the

connections
Yes

No

Yes

Note:
If NTC sensor is faulty , the  program is completed without

heating ( cold wash). New program can be started. If the

heater is open circuit, the program is performed with cold

wash and the new program can be started.

W/M does not heat

 Measure the resistance between

KN7.1 and  KN7,2 pins. It  should be

~4700 ohms in  25ºC ambient

temperature( it should not open or

short circuit). Is it the expected

value?

Disconnect and measure the

NTC sensor. If you are sure it

is open or short circuit

change the NTC sensor

Before disconnecting  at least one

terminal of heater , measure the

heater resistance , is there ~25

ohms in heater terminals?

Change the  heater , by the way  ensure that  the

heater does not run without water. Be sure that the

connections of heater is OK.

If there is not any problem in

the connections change the

main PCB

Ensure that , NTC socket  is connected

properly and pressure sensor hose is not

panctured and clogged
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Yes

No

Can you measure 220V on the

pump connection terminals?

Yes

No

W/M does not drain

Start the pump program.

Does  pump motor run? This can be

checked by touching  the pump filter with

hand. You can sense the noise of pump

motor.

* Check and Clean the pump filter

* Drain hose level should  be  between   0,5

and 1 meter from the floor

* Check the drain hose , it ishould not be

banded or broken

             Change the pump

First Check the connection between the

pump and the main PCB.If there is a

problem fix  it. if there is not any

problem at connection , change main

PCB.
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W/M does not make spinning.

FOAM detection.

Does it make washing?

No

Yes

See the details in Nowash algorithm.

Does the W/M skip spinning

and go to draining stage?

W/M may have detected unbalanced

load. It will try to go to spinning after

dissolving the load.

No

Yes
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Not able to select any program

Check program selector  resistance and

compare the value with the table above

Are  the resistance values ok?

No

Yes

Change the program selector

Check connection between

program selector and main board.

If there  is not problem at

connection change the Main PCB.

Program selector resistance  list;

1. Position ~1 Kohm

2. Position ~2 Kohm

3. Position ~3 Kohm

4. Position ~ 4Kohm

5. Position ~ 5Kohm

6. Position ~6 Kohm

7. Position ~7 Kohm

8. Position ~8 Kohm

9. Position ~9 Kohm

10. Position ~10 Kohm

11. Position ~11 Kohm

12. Position ~12 Kohm

13. Position ~13 Kohm

14. Position ~14 Kohm

15. Position ~15 Kohm

16. Position                      0 Kohm
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Disconnect KN1 from main PCB and

measure the motor coil resistance. The

expected values should be like below.

KN1.3 - KN1.7 =0,8 Ohm

KN1.5 - KN1.7 = 2,8 Ohm

KN2.1 - KN2.3 = 50 Ohm

Yes

No

Yes

No

Change the main

PCB

Yes

No

W/M makes spining in

washing step

Check the tacho magnet:

Connect a voltmeter between KN2.1 and

KN2.3  Open the W/M front door , rotate

the drum with hand then measure that AC

voltage increases and decreases. Drum

does  not rotate  voltage should  be 0V.

Is tacho coil resistance

ok?
Change the tacho or/and motor

Does  the desired voltage value

can be measured ?

Change the tacho

After spining attempt, does

it pass to ‘pause’ mode ?

Tacho Failure

( 8 trials with 120 seconds

time intervals. )

NOTE:
If 3 spining attempts are occurred

by 30seconds time intervals, this

shows motor triac short circuit

failure.
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  NTC OPEN/SHORT CIRCUIT                                     ( 1 - 0 - 0 )

  HEATER OPEN CIRCUIT                                                                                                            ( 0 - 1 - 0 )

  HEATER IS ALWAYS ON                   ( 1 - 1 - 0 )

  VALVE TRIAC SHORT CIRCUIT / TRIAC DIODE MODE                    ( 0 - 0 - 1 )

  PUMP OPEN CIRCUIT ( 1 - 0 - 1 )

  PUMP TRIAC DIODE MODE                    ( 1 - 1 - 1 BLINK )

  PUMP TRIAC SHORT CIRCUIT                    ( 1 - 1 - 1 )

  DOOR LOCK FAILURE ( 1 - 1 BLINK - 1 BLINK )

  DOOR LOCK TRIAC SHORT CIRCUIT                    ( 1 BLINK - 1 BLINK - 1 BLINK )

  MOTOR TRIAC SHORT CIRCUIT / TRIAC DIODE MODE                    ( 0 - 1 - 1 )

  MOTOR OPEN CIRCUIT /TACHO FAILURE                    ( 0 - 0 - 1 BLINK )

  EEPROM FAILURE                    ( 0 - 1 BLINK - 1 BLINK )

  PROGRAM / TEMPERATURE / SPIN SELECTION POTANTIOMETER FAILURE ( 1 BLINK - 1 BLINK - 1 )

NOTE:

THE FAILURE CODES DO NOT COMPLETELY SHOW THAT THE RELATED COMPONENT IS MALFUNCTION.

TO DECIDE THIS, WE HAVE TO CHECK THE CABLE CONNECTIONS AND BE SURE THAT THERE IS NOT ANY PROBLEM BETWEEN THE

CONNECTIONS.

FAILURE CODES that can be seen in FAILURE CODE OBSERVING MODE
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Fora Functional Test Mode :

NOTE: To prevent any misunderstanding, entering the functional test mode ends the running program and erases any failure code stored in the memory.
So the service firstly must check the failure code observing mode to see if there is any failure code stored in the memory and then run the functional test
program.

In functional test mode all the functions are tested for a short time. In Cotton 90C position the machine is opened from the on/off button while pressing
the start/stop button at the same time. Keep pressing the button for 2-3 seconds until the start /stop button starts blinking. Now we are in functional test
mode. Each push to the Start/Pause button will represent one function.

For softwares before FR050_XX:

1. Door will be locked.
2. All leds on the board will start to blink when the door is locked. (Led check). By this way we can see the led which is not functioning.
3. Take in water from prewash compartment.
4. Take in water from main wash compartment.
5. Take in water from softener compartment.
6. Take in hot water. (Main wash compartment)
7. Heater will be on. (Note : If the water level inside the tub is not enough for the heater to be switch on, the machine will turn on  all the valves and
take in water from all compartments to reach to the required level. It is impossible for the heater to switch on without reaching to the required level. By
this way the machine can not pass to the next step without testing the previous step)
8. Clockwise motor rotation with 52 rpm.
9. Counter clockwise rotation with 52 rpm.
10. Draining.
11. Spinning.( Spinning up to ½ of the maximum spinning rpm)
12. Turn on all the valves to fill a certain level in a short time for water leakage test on the production line.
13. End of functional test mode.

            You can get off the test mode by turning the machine off.

NOTE : In spinning step if the machine spins up to 100 rpm this points to NTC open/short circuit failure.
In spinning step if the machine spins up to 140 rpm this points to line voltage either less than 180 V of higher than 265 V

For softwares FR050_XX:

1. Door will be locked.
2. All leds on the board will start to blink when the door is locked. (Led check). By this way we can see the led which is not functioning.
3. One of the follower Leds will start to blink with respect to the position of Temperature/Spin Rate selector button.
4.Take in water from prewash compartment.
5. Take in water from main wash compartment.
6. Take in water from softener compartment.
7. Take in hot water. (Main wash compartment) (If it is available)
8. Heater will be on. (Note : If the water level inside the tub is not enough for the heater to be switch on, the machine will turn on  all the valves and
take in water from all compartments to reach to the required level. It is impossible for the heater to switch on without reaching to the required level. By
this way the machine can not pass to the next step without testing the previous step)
9. Clockwise motor rotation with 52 rpm.
10. Counter clockwise rotation with 52 rpm.
11. Draining.
12. Spinning.( Spinning up to ½ of the maximum spinning rpm.)
13. Turn on all the valves to fill a certain level in a short time for water leakage test on the production line.
14. End of functional test mode.

            You can get off the test mode by turning the machine off.

NOTE : In spinning step if the machine spins up to 100 rpm this points to NTC open/short circuit failure.
In spinning step if the machine spins up to 140 rpm this points to line voltage either less than 180 V of higher than 265 V

For softwares after FR051_XX, NF005_XX and CF003_XX:

1. Door will be locked.
2. All leds on the board will start to blink when the door is locked. (Led check). By this way we can see the led which is not functioning.
3. One of the follower Leds will start to blink with respect to the position of Temperature/Spin Rate selector button. (Selector Check)
4. Clockwise motor rotation with 52 rpm and Pump On.
5. Counter clockwise rotation with 52 rpm and Pump On.
6. Spinning.( Spinning up to ½ of the maximum spinning rpm.) and Pump On
7. Take in water from prewash compartment.
8. Take in water from main wash compartment.
9. Take in water from softener compartment.
10. Take in hot water. (Main wash compartment)
11. Heater will be on and Clockwise motor rotation with 52 rpm . (Note : If the water level inside the tub is not enough for the heater to be switch on,
the machine will turn on  all the valves and take in water from all compartments to reach to the required level. It is impossible for the heater to switch
on without reaching to the required level. By this way the machine can not pass to the next step without testing the previous step.)
12. Draining.
13. End of functional test mode.

         You can get off the test mode by turning the machine off.

NOTE : In spinning step if the machine spins up to 100 rpm this points to NTC open/short circuit failure.
In spinning step if the machine spins up to 140 rpm this points to line voltage either less than 180 V of higher than 265 V
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Yes

Is the first auxilary function led

blinking?

Child Lock.

 It can be deleted by pressing 1.

and3. auxilary function buttons for

3 sec.

Yes

One of the led in the program follower is blinking

Is WASHING led blinking in the

program follower?

See the details in ‘ W/M does not

take in water ‘ page. Also there

may be a problem in the water

level switch. In this case the

machine will apply “Valve open

circuit algorithm”

No
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